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THE PRODUCTION OF FITE 
SOtUTIONS .1.ND S.LTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Iron occurs co'nrrLonly with a v&lenoe of two er 

three» but under certain conditions it may exhibit 

a higher v1ence. In the forr of the ferrate ion 

it exhibits a vulence of plus six. 

thile a coruprehensive suuary of the present 
published knowledge on ferrate cheaistry will be found 

in the theai8 of J. M. chreyor (Ib), sorae of the 

inforrrtation pertinent to this investigation of sodium 

axid potassiura ferrate followa. The ferrates belong 

to the saiue group of compounds as the chromites, 

raolybdates, selenates, sulfates, and tungstates (14). 
Ferrate solutione are highly colored, having an intense 

purple co1ortion sirii1r to the permanganates. The 

ferrate ion, FeO4, is good oxidizing agent in basic 

solution and oorupartive with hypochiorite in oxidation 

potential. The ferrates ar credited with being bettor 

oxidizing agents than permanganates (is). The reduction 
of the ferrate ion gives u hydrated Lerne oxide prod- 

uct which is easily renovod fro:;i solution. 
Ferrates in acid solution doeoipose spontaneously 

but show reasonable stability in alkaline solution, 

The sodium ferrate îs known only in solution while 



the potassiurri ferrate foras a reddish-black1 non- 
2 

hy;roscopio, crystl1ine solid. 

The not forrnation roction on which all of the 

calculations of this roport are btsed is as follows. 

2Fe(OH)3-4- 2}I2O2eO+ 10 lt +6(e) 

3C10+ 6H+ G(e)30f+3H0 

2Fe(OH)3+2H2O--3GldT+ 6Hz2Feó+ 10 E++ 3Cl+3H20 

2Fe(OU)3+ 3ClO2Fe0-1- 4H+ 3Cl+H20 

Sinca the ferr..te ion i stable only in n alkaline 
nediurn 

dd 401(4 

2F.(OE)5 + 3C1ö+40E=2Fe ± 
3cr+5112o 

The investigation of the commercial production 

of such an oxidizing agent proposed a challenging 

problem. The research and development work related 

in this paper wts carried out under the auspices of 

the Oregon State College thiginoering Experiment 

Station and under the direct auprvìsion of Professor 

Joseph Schulein. 

as the work progressed, the 6CO8 of the problema 

broadened appreciably and many fundamental changos 

came to the original preparation method. In the 
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attempt to establish the critical values of the process 
control variables, it was found that the basIc chemistry 
was either in question or ftr front conpleto. The 

engineering project ws so dependent en this funda- 

mental chemistry of higher valent iron that the 

chemical problems encountered were encompassed in the 

engineering invest ig tion. 

At the present tizne there is no commercial 

production of ferrate solutions or salts. 
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THE Oî(IGINL INDtJTRIL PROBLM 

The wet chlorination procedure recoinrionded by 

Freniy (4) in 1841 is t111 the nost oorarnon method 

ot ferrate preparation in uae today. The original 

goal of our research was the conversion of the 

laboratory acab wet chlorination preparation of 

potassiva ferrate to a pilot plant scale and 

subaeuent investigation of the pilot plant opera- 

tion. Freiya (4) preparation procedure described 

in the following paragraphs also covers Schreyer's 

(15) raodifications and scheme of purification for 

the solid potassiwn ferrate. 

Three hundred grazas of potassiwn hydroxide are 

dissolved in bOo ml. of water. To the hot solution, 

40 grains of pulverized frric chloride are added with 

agitation. The reaction solution is about 8.4 molar 

potassium hydroxide at the start of the chlorination. 

Chlorine gas is bubbled through the solution as soon 

as the teaperaturo has lowered to bb°C. The tempera- 

ture is maintained between 550-600C by means of 

agitation in a cold water bath. The length of tiiie 

of chlorinatioî is dotoriined by chemical intuition. 
The excess forno hydroxide is filtered froa the 

aolution and potassium hydroxide is added slowly to 
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the filtrats. The teuperaturo during saturation is 

iainttind between 200_3000. The potastiura ferrL-te 

which is practically insoluble in saturated potassium 

hydroxide i separated frost the solution and air dri.d. 
The potasiurn ferrate precipitate contains large 
quantities of potaasiuri chloride and potassium hy- 

droxide as impurities. fly four or five repeated 
reprecipitations froni potassium hydroxide solutions 

riot of the potassium chloride irapurity is removed. 

The potassium ferrate solid is then added to 1,000 

rl. of 95 per cent alcoi:ol (3, 12) and agitated 
vigorously Cor one-half hour. The potassium ferrate 

is then filtered and washed with a antall portion of 

ether (12) to remove the alcohol. Neither Fremny nor 

Schroyer mentions yields obtained by following this 
p r o e e du r e. 

In studying the above, trouble was encountered 

inediately in the wet chlorination reaction. There 

was no readily vaiïatle way of determining the progress 

of the reaction and cher.qical intuition proved erratic. 
The chlorine gas, a large percentage of which did not 

react with the sodium hydroxide, was entrained in a 

dense foam of the terrie hydroxide and viscous caustic 

solution. The foaming was troublesome and the chlorine 



efficiency TJaS pro3-ìilitivel;r low. Touperature control 

Wa8 next to iapossible as control of the chlorine flow 

rate, cooling water teraperturo, water flow rate, and 

agitation speeds was critical. *leo, if the teapera- 

turo went over 60°C., the óntiro ferrate solution 

underwent extensivo ad rapid decosiposition. 
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LIMINTIO OF TH CHLORI1J IJPUkITY 

The raain impurity în the solid potascìun ferrate 

was pottssiui chloride. s a wa8te or by-product of 

the ferrite roaotion it pre8ented an econoriic problem. 

.s an Ltpurity, its eliniination ws involved and 

costly. The inexpensive elliination of the chloride 

froni the ferrate solution was accoraplished as follows. 

Taking advantage of the solubility of sodiura 

ferr&te in sodiura hydroxide solutions was the first 

stop. The ferrate ion was prepared in a sodiuri 

hydroxide aolution rather than in the potassium 

hydroxide solution as previously used. The excess 

iron was re'iovod by filtration nd the £iltrte 

sturated ith sodium hydroxide. This precipitated the 

chloride ion as sodium chloride, baying a relatively 

chloride free ferrate solution. Potassiura Iìvdroxids 

was then Ldded to precipitate the potassium ferrate. 

The ferrate precipitate froi this method of preparation 

was black, indicating a low chloride irapurity. 



ELIMINTXO4 OF WÀT CllLORtNTIOU PROCEDU 

ßodium hypochiorite wa used by G. Blattncr (2) 

In 1892 to oxidize ferric hydroxide to sodiwn ferrate. 

This euoßtod that the use of hypochiorito solutions 

offered answers to nny of the proL1eis encountered 

in the wet ohiorination procedure. 

The ìost important problora ealvod by the use of 

hypochiorite solutions was that of being b1e to study 

the reaction quantitatively. Through the uso of known 

hypochiorite solutions, the effects of other constitu- 

enta, studies of critical control variables, and yields 

could be doterainod, Taporture control was no 1onor 

a problem as the heat of fortation of sodiuni hypo- 

chlorite was not introduced into the solution as in the 

wet chlorination method, The excess foaming from the 

wet chlorination method was also alleviated as the 

foaming from unreacted chlorine no longer occurred. 



SEPRTION OF SOLIDS FRO CUSTIC SOLUTI)NS 

The study of the £i1trtion of the hydrated ferne 

oxide fron the forrate aolutions was tire con8uinC. 

The corabination of viscous solutions and a gelatinous 

solid phtse posed a difficult physical separation. 

Both the ferrate and hypochiorite ions attack 

orgnic materials thus hatting the filtration media 

to corrosion resistant materials, For a laboratory 

separation of any appreciable volurae it has been found 

that the best results are obtiined by suction filtering 

of the slurry through a coarse asbestos iat on a Gooch 

type filter. This filtrate is then rofiltored by 

suction through a fritted glass filter of maodiura or 

fine grado. Other media tried were wire screeis 

glass wool, Nylon cloth, and Vinyon cloth, but they 

gave no increase in filtration rate. 

The Lerric hydroxide, having a density about twice 

that of the caustic solution suspending it, was oxpoctod 

to separato from solution by centrifuging. Batch-wine 

centrifugal separation was time consuming but reason- 

ably effective for removal of the larger particles. 

i low-speed centrifuge, 2,000 RPM, was used success- 

fully for reraoval of the bulk of the forno hydroxide. 

. continuous separation with a supercontrifugo, bowl 

speed of 2b,000 RPM, was successful to none extent, 
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but the aaterials of construction of the equipiront 

available wore not suitable for use with the mixture 

of caustic, hrpochlorite, and ferrate. 
On an industrial scalo a rubber or plastic lined 

centrifuge will probably handle the bulk of the 

separation. If the separation of ferric hydroxide is 

not conplete in the centrifuge, a conventional filter 
with Nylon or Vinyon filter cloth wi].l remove the 

finer particles. Both Nylon and Vinyon have been 

exposed ta the oxtrem.e conditions expected in filter- 
Ing these solutions. The two materials survived 

boiling in caustic, soaking twenty-four hours in 

strong hypochiorito, and standing in a ferrate solution 

for a period of forty-eight hours without any notice 

able effect on the fabric. 
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PURIFICATION OF SOLID POTASSIUM Fi'RR4T 

The purification probleri ws practically eliminated 

as the chloride romoyal before precipitation gave a 

clean black precipitate. Ilowover, the chloride and 

c.ustic itpuritios which were proaent could be 

rooved by taking advantage of their eolubility in 

ethyl alcohol (12). 

roublo was experienced in washing the potassium 

ferrate with 95 per cent alcohol as reooiirnendod in 

Schre?Ter'e purification procedure. The trouble seeraed 

to lie in the fact that the heat of solution of the 

potassiuni hydroxide and potussiuni chloride 8urrounding 

the ferrate particles raised the local temperature to 

the point whore oxidation of the alcohol took plco 

easily. This alcohol oxidtton may be avoidod by one 

of two ways or by a combination of both. largo 

volu7ne of alcohol, rapidly agitated when adding the 

potassiusi ferrate precipitate1 reduces the oxidation 

as does lowering the teaporaturo of the wash alcohol. 

The ether wash (12) used to remove the alcohol 

tilni from the ferrate particles may be an unnecessary 

conplication in a large soale process. n inert gas 

ut low temperature drawn through the ferrate particles 

mi&:t be just s successful and certainly much simpler 

than the ether wash. 
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DC(LPO3ITION BY }IYDTD OXI1S 

toel turnings, dissolved in hydrochloric acid 

and oxidized to ferne chloride with chlorine, was 

the starting zaatenial for the ferne hydroxide used 
in the early experimental work of this racuareh. 

The erratic behavior of these solutions prompted an 

investigation of the effect of metallic oxides on a 

ferrate preparation using analytical grade ferne 

chloride to produce the ferne hydroxides. 

Metallic oxides tried were those of cobalt, 

nickel, copper, beryllium, zinc, tin, copper, lead, 

raagneslum, aluminum, mercury, and ohronilura. Nickel, 

cobalt, and copper in order of decreasing activity 

wore the only oxides which catalyzed the hypochionite 

decomposition. These observations are supported by 

the literature (1). The iron used for ferrate 

formation should therefore be free of nickel, cobalt, 

and copper. 

The presence of nickel, cobalt, or copoer would 

explain why Poggendorf (13) in his electrolytic 

preparation of potassium formte was not successful 

with all cast tren anodes and obtained negative 

resulte with wrought iron anodes. 
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SOLUTION1 RESULTING FROM FERRJTE flECOPOßITION 

T}-e bright green soìut&ons resu1ttn front the 

dccoiposition of 8QXilO Lerruto o1utions have been 

attributed to the ferrite ion nd to valence states 
higher than the ferrate (b). Technical grade ferric 

chloride was found also to give groen doconposition 

eolutions in our research, *nd it was found by 

analysis that theso green solutions contained a 

large xniount of manganese. The green color could 

be reaovod by the addition of hydrogen peroxide, 

and the resulting manganese dioxide renoved by 

filtration, 1oaing a colorless filtrato. Solutions 
resulting from the decomposition of mang.nese fre 
ferratu solutions were colorless. 

solution resulting £rot ferrate decomposition 

was analyzed for iron Lfld was found to contain 0.0019 

mols ner liter. The addition of hypochiorite and 

sodium hydroxide brought the composition of the mixture 

to the conditions used for ferrate production. There 

was no color change or any other evidence of ferrate 
fortation. This indicated the possibility of the 

ferrate reaction being totally dependent on the presence 

of a ferric hydroxide surface either as a catalytic 
surface for un ionic retction or as an active surface 
which undergoes direct oxidation to the ferrtto ion. 
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LtLYTiCL WORK FOR CONTROL ANALYSIS 

For control nalys&s it was important to have a 

method of determining the ferrate ion concentration. 

Since the total iron detorriination of a solution is a 

routine analytical procedure, such a determination 

would offer an ideal measurement of ferrate concen- 

tration if the two could be related. With this idea 

in mind an analytical scheme wa devised to evaluate 

this relationship. 

Barium ferrate is a carmine-red precipitato formed 

by the addition of a soluble barium salt to an alkali 

metal ferrate solution (12). The barium ferrate is 

very stable, water-insoluble, and may be boiled with- 

out decomposition. This provided an excellent method 

for the quantitative separation of the ferrate ion 

fron solution. 

The total oxidizing: power of a ferrate solution 

is due to both hypochiorite and ferrate ions. 

considerable araount of preliminary work was dono with 

hypochiorite solutions and mixtures of hypochiorite 

and ferrate. This rork was done on a Fisher Titrimeter 

80 that the potentioruetric curvos could he studied. 

Sodium bicarbonate as a buffer was found to tabj1jze 

the curves and sharpen the endpoint. TF'ere as no 

perceptible break in the potentiometric curve which 
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indicated that the oxidation potorttia1 of hypochiorite 

and ferrate were proxirnate. The purple coloration of 

the ferrate ion faded elowly as the titration progress- 

ed, making the endpoint almost colorimetric. 

platinum-ca1oriel celi was found meet suitable for this 
particular reaction. 

The barium ferrate was precipitated from the 

í'errate-hypochlorite mixture by adding a slight excess 

of bariura chloride. he precipitate was carmine- 

red with no barium ferrite or perferrite inipurity 

obvious. This precipitate was washed with cold water, 

decomposed with acid, and an iron determination made 

and coxmparod with a total iron determination run on 

an aliquot of the same solution. tll of the soluble 

iron was found to precipitato with barium. 

The oxidizing power of the filtrate from the 

brium ferrate precipitation WaB then determined. 
The total oxidizing power of the solution uld be the 

sua of the oxidizing values of the hypoohiorite and 

the ferrate. This is indicated in the foliowing 

data. 
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Ana1ysi of a Ferrate Solution 

Total Iron analysis 

Barip].e (ml. of FeO4 solution) 10 lo io 

Volume 0.02 N K2Cr2O7 (mi.) 51.80 bl.8O 51.90 

çuiv. Volume of 0.100 N Na5sO3 (ml.) 31.10 average 

BaFeO4 ppt. (Iron analysis) 

Sample (rai, of F004 solution) 5 5 

Volume 0.02 N K20r207 (ml.) 25.78 25.96 

yuiv. Volume ot 0.100 N NAs03 (mi.) 15.52 average 

Filtrate Oxidizing Power 

Sample (ml. of FeO4 8OiUtiOfl) 5 5 5 

Volume 0.100 N NasO3 (ml.) 24.77 25.05 

24.91 average 

Total Oxidizing Power of Ferrate Solution 

Szaple (iii. of FeO4 solution) 5 5 5 

Volume 0.100 N Na3aO3 (ml.) 39.76 39.6b 39,52 

39.64 iver-ç,o 

Basis: 5 ml. of FeO4 solution 

Total Oxidizing Power39.64 ml. of 0.100 N Na3sO3 

C1d+I?eO= Calculated total oxidizing power 

24.91+15.52=40.43 ml. of 0.100 N Na3ts03 

Per cent deviation2% 
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The rethod probably ia riore exact than the 2 por 

cent deviation Low6. logical source of this 

devittion aight lie in the pipetting of aniall volumes 

o viscous caustic 8olutions. 
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POCES VtRIiai3L8 

A net equation for the forniation of the ferrate 
ion follows. 

2 Fe(O1i)3-t- 3 010+4 OH±2 Fed+3 Cl-I-5 

and the equilibrium constant 

aei2 
0] ___ 

K T 4 
i ralIa 

LF6(oi LOHJ Lolo 

One consideration critical to the industrial 

proces3 io the aaxim.um ferrate concentration obtainable 
conihined with a reasonable overall efficiency. 

The variables which need investigation were 

indicated to be hydroxyl ion concentration, hypo- 

chlorite ion concentration, chloride ion concentration, 
hydrated f erric oxido reactivity, and tenperature. 

The use of the activity of ferric hydroxide in 

the equilibriurii expression rather than the activity 

of the ferric ion is explained as follows. The 

activity of the iron is probably a composite activity 

consisting of the ferne ion activity and the ferne 

hydroxide surface activity. 
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ixperiierita1 Method 

In the inveat1ation of the forrate roaction a 

batch vo1urie of 400 i1. was used, eiiploying a 1,000 nil. 

ir1eruiøyer f1sk aa the container. 3odiurn hydroxide 

solutions vere prepared frori connercial flaked cau&tic 

soda to a vo1wio of approxiiately 200 ml. The caustic 
solutions wore cooled to the teniperature of melting 

ice,, than a forno chloride solution, 43.8 por cent 
by weight, was added sloiv1y with sufficient agitation 
to iaintain the low teiperaturo throughout the slurry. 

Sodium hypochlorite was then added slowly, care 

being taken to ieep the teaperaturo below tiat at hich 

the ferrate oxidation reaction was to be carried out. 
The slurry was thon made up to the 400 ml. volume and 

placed in a constant temperature water bath for the 
course of the reaction. The water bath used maintained 
the teriperature within the limits of0.5°0. Thorough 

agitation was required to revont a foam layer from 

forming on top of the reaction :ìixture. This as 

accomplished by using turbulent off-center stirring 

which prevented the formation of foam. 

.pproximately 10 nil. samples were dipped fro»i the 
slurry for each analysis. The slurry saniple was filtered 

free of excess ferric hydroxide and the filtrate used 



for analysis. 

The method of iron analysis was as follows. A 

5 il. aliquot of the ferrate filtrate was diluted to 

10 ml., acidified with hydrochloric acid, and evap- 

orated to about 4 ml. to remove the last traces of 

chlorine. The sanplo wa diluted to 350 rl., 5 ri?. 

of concentratod hydrochloric acid added, and then 

boiled with aluixtjnwi coils to reduoc the forno iron 

to the ferrous state. The saniplo was then cooled and 

titrated with standard potassiun dichroato solution, 
using diphonylaxine sodiurii sulfonate as an internal 

i n dic a tor. 

The total oxidizing power deterninations on the 

sa!uo filtered samples were carried out with the Fis}er 
Titnimeter previously mentioned, 2 ial. aliquots wore 

diluted to 400 sil., buffered with 5 grains of sodium 

20 

bicarbonate, and titrated with standard sodium arsenito 

solution. The equivalents of sodium arsenito used 

represent the sum of the euivalnts of hypochionite 

and ferrate present. 
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The iufect of ilydroxyl Ion Concentration 

IToldinu; constant the ferric hydroxide concentration, 

the hypoehiorite concentration, and the toiperathre; the 

sodiun hydroxide concentration was varied fron 4.75 

o1ar to 14.25 niolar. The results are shown graphical 

ly in Fig. 1. 

Since the curve flattens at about 11.0 o1ar, this 
vou1d probably be the best sodiuxa hydroxide concentra- 

tien to use in an industrial application. The sli;htly 

increased yields resulting froa higher concentrations 

would not conpenste for the increased difficulty in 

handling and filtering the higher caustic ferrate 

aolution. 

The efficiency of the net reaction also shows a 

cons iderablo dependence on tho hydroxyl ion concentra- 

tion as illustrated in Pig. 2. The reaction efficiency 

is based on the hypochiorite used versus the theoreti- 

cal roquironent at an:; ferrate concentration, 

(Theoretical mols NaClO 
required to form_forrate)(lqpJ 

% f f io ion cy 

or from Equation (1) 

i!Fe4)(3)(100) = 
% fficienoy 

(Mols NadO used)(2) 
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The hydroxyl ion concentration was the only 

'variable found to Iuve an iniportant effect on the 

reaction efficiency. 
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Etfoct of Initial Rypochiorito Concentration 

The hypochiorite ion i the oxidizing agent which 

i roduced in the forrtiation of the ferrate ion. The 

effect of varying its initial concentration holding 

the other variables constant is shown in Fig. 3. 

Conp'rercial sodiun hypochiorite is not usually 

produced in concentration over l per cent by weicht 

because of the instability of irtoro concentrated 

solutions (1). The m.axiinum concentration obtainable 

for industrial work runs about 2.73 rirols per liter 
corapared to 1.09 ao].s per liter at the highest 

concentration used in this work. however, since the 

curve starts leveling off at around 0.675 o1s per 

iitr, sufficient inforuttion was obtaired for this 

investigation. 
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The Lffect of Teraperaturo 

The teraperature at which the ferrate reaction 

takes placo has little or no effect on the yield, 

but :as a very large effect on the rato of reaction, 

The ferrate decoriposition rate is decreased with 

tes., perature lowurin. 
The point of riainur concentration occurs at 

about one hour with the temperature at 40°C. while 

at 20°c. the high point ìs reached around six hours 

as shown in Fig. 4. 

The reaction is too difficult to handle at 40°C. 

for industrial purposes, and at 2000., the reaction 

tire Is too long. te3perature of about 25_3000. 

should give an easily controlled reaction suitable for 
conìercial operation. The use of uncontrolled caustic 

concentrations resulting fron the wet chlorination 

procedure is thought to be the contributing factor 

to the higher tenperatures necessary for ferrate 
production previously reported in the literature (16). 

Th decline in ferrate concentration after the 

peak point is probably explained as follows. The 

forniation and decoraposition ratos are just equal at 
the niOExìrura concentration point. s the reaction 

progresses, the deconLposition rate remains about 
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the sanie whilo tuo foriation rz.te is constantly 

decreasing1 bringing about a drop in ferrate 

concentration. 



The affect of Ferne Hydroxide 

Since the ferrate reaction was indicated to take 

place an the forno hydroxide surface, an increase in 

this surface was expected to cive an increase in 

ferrate cnceritratjon. This wa8 found to be true up 

to a forno hydroxide quantity of about 0.30 nols per 

liter of solution, where the curve flattened, giving 

little further effect, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 

This leveling off point ean probably be raised as the 

hypochlorito concentration is raised unless other 

liniiting factors are found. 
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The ;ffeot of ging on Frrio hydroxide 

Uhile investigating the effect of ferric 
hydroxide reactivity, it wa found that only about 

40 to 50 per cent of the iron seeïrted to enter into 
the ferrate re-ctîon. Ti8 is seen fron the follow- 

ing data whro the por cent of the iron used for the 

reaction represont$ iron in the higher valent state 
at the naxinuni ferrate concentration. 

NaC1O 0,625 nols/iiter 
MaOE = 9.83 nols/liter 
Tenip. = 40°C. 

Iron (nols/liter) 0.049e 0.0996 0.149 0.249 0.498 

Iron used (%) 51.8 50.8 50.9 41.0 46.8 

Several possibilities were considered in attenpting 
to explain why ouch a large percentage of the iron was 

apparently unavailable for reaction. When ferne 
chloride is added to strong sodiui hydroxide there is 
a possihility of the foriation of basic salts of 

l'ernia hydroxide (16) which ntight be unreactivo. 
another posibi1ity is that there in a certain aniount 

of unhydrated l'ernie oxide fornod which iou1d be 

extrenoly inactive. 
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In the atteapt to confirm the 0.bove possitilitios 

in the 1itrature, tho work of Krauso and coworkers 
(ii, 9, 10, 11) on the po1meri*ation and aging of 

forno hrdroxide was found. There aro two general 
classes of hydrited Lerne oxide, the red and the 
yellow (17). The yellow type is very inactive while 
the rod forri is very active under certain conditions. 

The activity of the red, or ortho-hydroxido, 
and its tendency to ago wore found to depend pniiani1y 
on alkalinity and teuperature. s alkalinity is 
decreased, the aging or polymerization rate is shLrp1y 

incrosed. ts the tenperature at thich the ortho- 

hydroxide is formed froa the forne salt is lowerod, 

the activity is increased and the aging rates aro 
again retarded. It would appear that the methods used 
for forniation of the ferne hydroxide used in the 
ferrate reaction reported in the literature produced 
a relatively inactive form of tho hydroxide and 

probably contributed to the lack of control and extrohie- 
ly low yield otained by Schreyor (lb). 

The preparation of the ferne hydroxido at ice 

toiperaturo did not appear to have too much effect on 

the yield, but tho rate of reaction was increased by 

at 1oat six times, as shown in Fig. G. However, the 
uso of this unugod ferne hydroxide did not soon to 
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change the porcentage of the iron used for reaction 

or the efficiency of the reaction. 

Ignited ferne oxide digested for two hours in 

strong cauatio gave L low 

Ferne hydroxide prepared 

digested for two hours in 

drastic effect of a;ing b: 

mentioned above. 

yield of sodium ferrate. 

in the usual way and thon 

strong caustic shows the 

high tempertures as 

35 
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The fîoct o ßodiura Chloride Conoentratjon 

From the equation for the euilibrium constant, 
it would seoia that the chloride concentration would 

have a appreciable effect. It was found, however, 

that little change was brought about by reducing or 

increasing the chloride concentration. 

This could be attributed to the following 
reasons. The ferric hydroxide can be washed clear 
of only about 50 per cent of the chloride by repeated 
washing and decanting (1G). The chloride in the 
sodiuyi hypochiorite solution may be partially removed 

by saturating with. sodium hydroxide. By using those 
methods the lowest chloride concentration tested ran 
about 1.0 molar while the saturation concentration in 

10.0 molar sodium hydroxIde solution is apProxivi;tely 
l. molar which represented the maxiraun salt concen- 

tration used (7). 
an exoesr of solid sodium chloride in the slurry 

does not have any noticeabl effect on efficiencies, 
yields, or rates of reaction ìn ferrate preparation. 



TF PIflP4RTION OF RIUTS 11TH METALLIC IRON 

The difficultios involved in the uso of forne 

hydroxide led to a test run with finely divided 

otal1ic iron--the theory being that the ferne 

hydroxide Lamed on the surface would be immediately 

oxidized to the ferrate state. The reaction solutions 

used were 9.88 niolar aodiu hydroxide and O.t325 nolan 

with respect to sodiun hypochiori-Le. The results 

are tabulated below. 

Run I 

Tenp. (°u.) 23° 

Iron (gn/litor of solution) 12.5 

Tino of Reaction (hrs.) 23 

Na2FeO4 (gnas/liter) 0.768 

Tonip. (°c.) 23° 

Iron (gn/liter of solution) 37.5 

Tine of Reaction (hrs.) 23 

Na2FeO (gras/liter) 1.100 
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Run III 

400 

12.5 

23 44 

1.060 1.338 

Run II 

48 73 97 121 

2.41 2.92 3.12 2.99 

ín increase in teporature fron. about 230G. to 

40°C. gave a corresponding increase în ferrate con- 

centration at the end of twenty-three hours of 

approxiniately 38 per cent. Increasing the iron from 



12.b graas to 37.b grtms per liter of 6olUtion gave 

an increase of 43 por cent in the ferrate concentration. 

This indicated that the yield could be improved by 

those variables. t no tinic during the course of 

these runs Was any ferric hydroxide obvious which 

might mean that the ferris hydroxide formed was very 

active ad rapidly converted to ferrate. 

The industrial significance of this riothod of 

preparation has yet to be seen, but the apparent 

advantages are many. The filtering problem would 

be almost coapletely eliminated as separation of the 

metallic iron could easily be accomplished by 

magnetic means. This would greatly reduce the 

origin:l equipment investment as no special eeparation 

equipment or materia. s of construction would be 

required. 

The iron surface introduced into the slurry would 
thon be limited only by the workability of the slurry. 

The hypochlorite concentration could possibly be 
maintained at a high level by electrolytic moans during 

the course of the reaction. The potentialities 
proposed by these advantages certainly warrant further 

invest igat ion. 



US1 OF FRATB ION FOR CAUSTIC DECOLORIZTION 

Cori'norcial electrolytic caustic is characterized 
by a blue or purple calor. The color is an thpurity 
and is very objectionable frort a sales standpoint. 

The industry at present usually removes the color 

by bleaching with chlorine followed by an adsorption 
settling step. 

H. H. Heller (G) isolated an organic compound 

from used graphite electrodes which proved to be the 

causo of the blue caustic coloration. The compound 

was found to be a pyroriellitic .cid derivative, 

probably pyrortollitic acid chleroquinone, a yellow 

acid. The blue coloration is produced during 

evaporation of the cell liquor to 60 per cent sodium 

hydroxide. Thiø may be illustrated by the following 

forxuuls. 

O HOE 
II 

HOE 
\/ 

EOOC-/"\-COOH____ OOO1j"-COOH__HOOC-/\-COOH 
___ (heat) 

COOH 000E H00& 000E 
air) 

OH H 

Yellow Red Blue 

Bleaching with chlorine gives the 50 per cent 

caustic a distinot yellow coloration. Sodium peroxide 

changes the blue liquor to a deep yellow color. 
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However, solutions of the ferrate ion were found to 

docoiorize the blue liquor completely, leaving a 

colorless solution comparative with a caustic 

oolution made up from flaked sodium hydroxide, 

Sohreyer (lt) observed that a trace of ferrate 

caused the blue color to disappear, 'but no mention 

yras made of the color of the resultant solution. 

The ferrate ion probably oxidizes the dye, breaking 

the aromatic ring, thus destroying the highly colored 

quinone structure. 

The amount of sodium ferrate required for decolori- 

zation depends on the constantly changing concentration 

of the organic material in the cell liquor. Fowever, 

an 0x0088 Of ferrate solution is characterized by the 

purple coloration of the ferrate ion so decolorization 

control would be simple. The excess ferrate is easily 

reduced by peroxides or heating. a test run on cam- 

merciai blue liuor is shown below, 

Caustic Decolorization 

Volume of blue caustic liquor (ml.) 200 300 400 

Volume of 0.1452 molar FeÓ added (ml.) 2 2 2 

Color of 50 per cent caustic liquor color- pale yellow 
after 24 hours. less yellow 
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n ostiniate of the anount of sodium ferrate 

required for doco1oriation would be about two rounds 
per thous:nd gallons of blue liquor. In terris of 
volume, twelve gallofl8 of an aeraje 0.125 molar 

ferrate solution would be required per thousand gallons 
of blue caustic liquor. 

The ferrate solution must be made up free of 

colorod impurities. The worst offender here is man- 

ganoso which, when oxidized to the manganate ion3 has 

an intense green coloration. If the manganese 

elimination fron the iron proved too co8tly, the 

manganate may be reduced with hydrogen peroxide to 

forni manganeso dioxide which would be removed in the 

settling steps. 
possible objection to the use of ferrate solu- 

tions for docolorization is the introduction of iron 

into the caustic. However, the nount of iron added 

would not be large and would be easily removed in the 
usual iron removal stage of caustic production. 

The color comparisons of the docolorized caustic 
8OlutiOflS have all been done by oye. Klett-Summerson 
Coloririetor was tried, but failed to give useablo 

results. 
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COST STITi FO PRODUCTION 0F SODIUL FRRÂT SOLUTIONS 

possible use of ferrate solutions as mentioned 

previously could be for blue caustic decolorization. 

The foliovring cost estinate was made on a ferrate 

inst..11ation capable of docolorizing 20,000 gallons 

of blue liquor per twenty-four period. 

Oporati Conditions 

Tenperature of reaction ----- 3000. 
Sodium hydroxide -------- 11.0 mole/liter 

Forne hydroxide -------- 

Sodium hypochiorite ------- 
Time of reaction -------- 

0.3 niols/liter of sol- 
ution 

0.9 mole/liter 
2 hours 

From the blue caustic decolorization experiment 

it was found that a volume of 12 gallons of 0.12t 
molar ferrate solution would docolorize 1,000 gallons 

of blue liquor. 

Basis: 250 galions of 0.l5 U Na2FeO per 24 hours, 
sufficient for treating 2O,Oo gallons of :luo 
liquor. 

Na2FoO produced (250);_(0.125)i166 43.3 lb. 
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Flaked NaOH for 
(454) 918 lb. 

To preparo 1,00 1lons of 16 per cent by weight 

sodium hypochiorite, 1.00 pounds of chlorine and 1.95 

pounds of caustic are required (1). 

(250)(3.7ßb)(o.9)(74.45)(1.95) 
=161 lb. 

!aO for NadO 
(454)(o.16)(1.00)(1.27)(8.34) 

(161)(1. 50) 
012 for NaC1O = ___________ =132 lb. 

(1.75) 

(250) (3.?85)(o.3)(b5.88) Iron for Fe(UU)3 - = 35 lb. 

Iron used for ferrate = = 14.6 lb. (166) 

Estimauted costs for the raw iatorials are as follows: 
50% sodiuri hydroxide ----- 2.4 Nao: 

F1.::ed sodiuzri hydroxide - - - 3.7 1/NaOH 

Chlorine ----------- 2.0 '/ ci2 

Iron ------------- 10.0 /r' Iron 

Raw Material Costa 

Cost flaked NaOH = (918)(0.013)= ll.93 

Cost b0 NaOFI = (l6l)(0.024) 3.86 

Cost of chlorine (132)(o.02) 2.64 

Cost of iron (3s)(0.10) _______ 

Total 2l.93 
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Manufacturing 2!J. 

Cost of NaCIO manufaoture(3.86+2.64)(O.5)ç 3.25 

Labor cost (b hrs.) =. (b)(l.80) = 9.00 

Power, maintenance, etc. - 2.00 

Total $14.Eb 

Equipment Costs 

Reaction vessel (30u gal. steel) - - - - $ 500 

Stiwing motor - - - - --------- 200 

Pumpe -------- -------- 200 

Leaf futur -------------- 1,000 

Storage vessel (loo gal.) ------- ___loo 

Total 2,000 

niortize equipment on b year basis 

Equipment Cost/day= 

C o s t of ecolorizati n/20,000 gal. blue 1iqu/day 

Raw material cost - - - - 21.93 

Manufacturing cost - - - - 14.25 

ì.quìpment cost - - - - - - - 1.11 

$37.29 

or flecoloritation coat = 8.6 g/ton of NaOH 
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.s$urxing raanufaoturing cost of blue liquor iø 

2ç1/lb., thon, the deooloriztion co&t are 

% o normal. manue- (37.29)(100) 

turing cost - 

U U U U U U 
l.47°/ 
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S UMLRY 

The development of a method for the preparation 

of solid potassium ferrate includes the following 

changes over previous methode. 

1. The formation of the ferrate ion in sodium 
hydroxide solution, 

2. The elimination of the wet chlorination method, 
involving the uso of sodium hypochiorite solu 
tions instead. 

3. The ronioval of the chloride from solution 
before precipitating the potassium ferrate. 

4. The precipitation of potassium ferrate from 
a chloride froc sodium ferrate solution. 

h. The necessi±ï for using raw materials free 
of nickel, cobalt, and copper. 

method euital)lo for control an&1ysis was 

developed and confirmed for determination of ferrate 

concentration, involving a total iron determination 

of the ferrate solution. 

The green solutions resulting from ferrate 

decompositions were found to contain manganese as 

the coloring material, the manganese free ferrate 

decomposition solutions being founa to be colorlesi. 

The effects of tiLe following procos variables 

in the ferrate reaction vrere studied; sodium hydrox- 

Ido concentration, initial sodium hypochiorito 

concentration, forno hydroxide reactivity, sodium 
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chloride concentration, nd teiperature. It was found 

that the aging of the ferric hydroxide was critical to 

the rate of reaction. 

Sodiui ferrate was prepared with a powdered rotal- 

lic iron and the raetion explained. 

The ferrate ion wa used for blue caustic decolori- 

zation and an estiiate nado of the aniount of sodiunt 

ferrate recluired for decoloritng average blue liquors. 

On the basis of the decoloriing oxporintents, a cost 

eatinutte was niade for coniiercjal decolorization. 
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SUGGJSTION8 FOR FUTU1L INVSTIGJtTION 

i. pilot-plant study of the ferrate reaction and the 

solid potassitm ferrate preparation. 

2. The solubility of potascium ferr-te in variouB 

hydroxyl ion concentrations. 

3. Find the nature of the decolorization ai' the dye 

in strong caustic with the ferrate ion and the 

producta of this oxidation. 

4. thorough investigation of the ferrate preparation 

froni r!letallic iron. 

5. Investigate the use of the ferrate ion as an 

oxidant especially in the organic field. 
G. Investigate the possibility of there being a 

critical concentration of the ferrate ion in 

solution, in excess of which concentration the 

ferrate ion is extreniely unstable. 

7. :, thorough investigation of ferne hydroxide aging 

and polyiaerition in the ferrate reaction, 
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APPiNDIX 



ORIGINíL DÁTi. 

Run Reaction Teiip. NaOli Conc. Initizt1 Iron .ddod Total Iron Tot1 Oxidiz- Ti7io-hrs. co mol$/liter flaClO rnoIe/4OOn1. b rai. aample irLe; Power 
mols/liter Vol. of 0.02 2 saniple 

N K20r207(mi.) Vol, of 0.100 
N 

1 40 9.88 0.2bO 0.099b 14.85 15.8 2 " 
ti 'I n 

21.60 16.13 
3 

I J I 

U 
23.60 13.29 4 n n i* t, 

24.56 11.99 
) 

II ft I, ti 

3 1 40 7.38 0.260 0.0995 8.31 20.68 2 U 

9.28 16.09 3 U U ti lt 9.61 13.14 ti D ' 
" 8.83 10.10 5 U II ti U 

7.77 8.54 
t' 1 40 8.63 0.250 0.0995 13.87 22.37 2 " " 

'i lj.37 17.36 3 Ii ti ti 
' 

17.59 14.94 4 ti ii ii ti 
17.28 12.45 C. u ti ii ti Ii 

lu.2]. 10.t6 
8 1 40 10.31 0.250 0.0398 8.02 24.20 2 U 

10.86 20.96 t? li lt ti L. 
4 ti ii U tI 

12 42 18 21 u U il li ti 
i o i Jo.S 



9 1 40 ).88 0.250 0.0597 10.15 23.71 
2 

" " ' 14.61 20.99 
3 

u u n n 17.84 19.4F 
4 

u ti H U 18.90 16.98 
5 'i u 

n H 19.03 16.19 

12 1 40 9.88 0.250 0.0199 4,45 24.;i) 

2 " 
's ti n 6.57 22.20 

3 n 
n n n 5.96 21.05 

4 H 
U t) I 6.43 19.97 

b " n 
H 19.03 

13 1 40 9.88 0.250 0.0995 1.51 23.40 
2 " 'a 

n (Fe203) 1.70 22.76 
3 

t, n n u 1.89 22.40 
4 .n n n U 2.11 21.80 
5 H 

H 1 li 2.22 21.37 

14 1 40 9.88 0.50 0.0995 ¿.úO 
2 'I (dîeated 3.82 24.55 
3 2 hrs.) 4.59 23.64 
4 

U fi p 4.98 23.32 
5 5.20 22.33 

1T 0.5 20 9.88 0.250 0.0995 7.48 24.53 
1 

u p 11.21 22.20 
2 

u 16.73 21.25 
1* n 20.i0 10.84 

4 
H 22.22 - 

b 
u u 25.09 19.52 

19 1 40 9.88 0.435 0.0995 32.32 31.37 
2 

n 27,93 23.49 
3 

H 0 24.40 19.40 
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S1tMPLL C.LCUL.TIoNS 

bLLS1S: 400 m.1. batch volunie 

Oxidizing power from. ferrate (2 ini. sample) 

(ml. of 0e02 equiv, 
(5)(o.io)(lo) 0.100 N Na3.sO3 

Mois ferrate present 

(nil, of 0.02 N K2Cr,07)(O.02)(400) 
- - in018 eO4 

(i) (5) 

±.2i4 (gus/liter) 

(mols eä in 400 ul.)(2. 5)(16G) - gus/liter 

2!24 JL1 
(mols FeO in 400 nil.)(2.5)(l98) = gris/ilter 


